GRADUATE RESEARCH IN URBAN PLANNING AND DESIGN

Research Proposal Guidelines
- Project title
- 5 keywords describing the project/fields
- Abstract (100-150 words)
- Project Description (2-300 words) including relevant historical and theoretical contexts
- Aims & Significance (2-300 words)
- Proposed Methodologies (2-300 words)
- Bibliography indicating familiarity with relevant of resources

Curriculum Vitae (CV)
Applicants must include a CV which outlines research experience and formal education. Please arrange the research experience in order of the category and then by date. Please include evidence where appropriate. *Please list your experience under the following categories:*
- Publications including: Refereed Journal Publications, Conferences,
- Awards, Commissions and Residencies
- Professional Practice
- Design or Architectural projects or exhibitions (if applicable)
- Other relevant research

Folio Information
Traditional thesis-based applicants do not need to submit a portfolio. Portfolio is only *mandatory* for project based research applicants.
- 3-5 projects including a brief description of each project.

Writing Sample
All applicants are required to submit a writing sample (e.g. peer-reviewed journal article, conference paper, or Masters thesis chapter).

Contact information
Graduate Research Office
G2.13
MADA - Faculty of Art Design & Architecture
Monash University
PO Box 197
Caulfield East VIC 3145 Australia Telephone: +61 3 990 31837

Email: artdes-postgrad@monash.edu
Web: http://www.artdes.monash.edu.au